The 1971 196th Brigade unit album is very large. Therefore it is broken down by units. This section is for HHC.

The members of the Americal Veteran’s Association very much appreciate that 1st Sgt William G. Walker shared his 1971 196th Infantry Brigade Unit Album. The scanned images of the album would not have been possible without his contribution.

Leslie Hines December 2010.
3rd Battalion
21st Infantry

Duty
CSM LORENZO RIVERA

SP4 Disalvo - Driver for HQ-6

MAJ GEN. Baldwin, CSM Mielniszuk, COL Hathaway, LTC Roberts presiding at awards ceremony for personnel from 3d Bn, 21st Inf., 196th Bde.

LTC Roberts, MAJ Holland, CSM Mielniszuk

Awards ceremony being conducted on LZ401.
General BALDWIN presenting Bronze Star/V device to SGT Charpentier.

General BALDWIN congratulating SP4 BOURDEAU receiving Arcom with V device.

General BALDWIN congratulating SSG CRIM receiving Bronze Star / V Device.

LTC Tate and LTC Roberts proceeding to award ceremony.

LTC Tate and LTC Roberts refreshing themselves with a cup of coffee during the visit.

General BALDWIN congratulating SSG CRIM for receiving Bronze Star / V Device.

Major Holland & LT Moore enjoying their conversation.

SSG Rodrigues of E Co. receiving Bronze Star with V Device and congratulations from General Baldwin.

LTC Roberts and LTC Tate refreshing themselves with a cup of coffee during the visit.

General Baldwin, CSM Mielniczuk, COL. Hathaway, LTC Roberts presenting awards.

General Baldwin & COL. Hathaway involved in conversation over cup of coffee.
SSG Medina
"Will I ever see the end of this stack?"

SSG Shawgo
"A man needs a break once in awhile"

SP4 Peterson
"Typing one of the numerous reports for S-1"

SFC Vanderlip - "Informing one of the companies to get that report in".

SFC Barnes
"PSMCO, in one of those more serious moments".
SFC Barnes, SP4 Rourke, SP4 Tauro, SP4 Smith & SP4 Peterson

L to R: 1st row: SP5 Liebler, SP4 Tauro, SP4 Smith
2nd row: CPT Tanghe, Miss. Windy Hat, LT. Mueller,
SFC Vanderlip

SP4 Garon Smith
"It looks as if the paperwork had its effect."

SP4 Rourke - S-1 driver and the man who keeps S-1 on the move.

SP4 Tauro checking reports for compliance to the regulations.

PVT-2 Robinson segregating reports for distribution.
CPT Robert D. Kreger - "The 4"

A big "4" conference: SP Barba, SSG Conner, SP Pofahl

Hook up!

I don't see any choper

SSG Ivory and the 401 gang, "Fad Crew"
SGT Fred Thornton
"What do ya mean you lost a monsoon supper?"

SF4 Marion T. Segroves - "Who needs Ammo?"

SF5 Jerry L. Stewart - "Why me?"

"Willie", SGT Thornton, SSG Conner, SF Stewart, SF Segroves, "Rumble"

FPC Miguel Barba
"Why can't I paint a flower on here?"
I don't have any trucks. Wonder if it can be done? Wonder if I can order a roundeye?
SSG Libley typing monthly reports

Dr. Davis filling in patient's chart.

SGT Davis filling a prescription

SP4 Barksdale giving SGT Davis a shot.

SP5 Young

SP4 McKercher, SP5 Young, SP4 Barksdale, SGT Davis, SSG Libby, Dr. Davis
SPC Moses Smith
Bn. Mess St~ard

L to R: Vietnamese KP,
PFC Tarbuskovich
SFC Clary
SP5 Creviston
SP4 Krebs
SFC Smith
FVT Plumer
FPC Stevens (Rear)

SP4 Webber, SP5 Jackson, SP4 Ojeda

SP4 Stevens & SP4 Plummer

SP5 Smith - Night Baker
SP5 Jackson - 1st Cook
SP4 Olson & SP4 Williams
2nd Cooks
HHC COMPANY

1Lt JOHN J. MARINO - Company Commander

1SG George C. Smith

SGT JAMES E. ROULO - Head Clerk "Shortest"

SF4 BENJAMIN L. JONES - Record Clerk "Short"

SF4 Regino Gonzales - Ammor.
"365 days to go"

SF4 Smith - Clerk

SF4 Johnson - Clerk
The Honchos

I ain't up there yet!

The Annihalators

Wow, that sun is bright.
Sights and sounds

June Stand-Down

The Alcoholics
BRAVO COMPANY

CPT PAUL L. KELLY

1SG JOHN B. HENDRICKS

Stretch, Duce Half, Head, Seed

SP4 Donald Conrad

SP4 Denny H. Harris

SP4 "Duce Half" Johnson

SP4 Edward Luther

SP4 Charles Hacken
When's the show going to start?

Does anyone have a beer?

More-more-more!
The Tigers ready to spring.
Hello, Ma!

3rd Platoon C 3/21 196

Wow, what a pair!

Getting boozed & ready for the bush again!
Are you aware of your rights under article 31?

Hawaii next month

DELTA COMPANY

Willie did what!?

Another report?

Post 2 is number on

What does this knob do?
Black death

Oh... my hemeroids

Deadly DUO

Kelso

Hawk